A History of the Development of the Wiltipoll Sheep in Australia.
Introduction:
When compiling a history of a locally developed breed such as the Wiltipoll Sheep there will be found many instances where
several lines of development have been pursued at the same time by individuals. Collaboration between these various developers
of the Wiltipoll breed in the early stages was not structured and an official naming of the locally developed polled breed that was
built upon Wiltshire Horn genetics did not take place until late in 1996 when the Australian Wiltipoll Association Inc. (now dissolved)
was formed. This history is not intended to be used as a breeding guide nor as an endorsement of any particular breeder or group
of breeders. Not all of the persons involved in the development of the Wiltipoll have been available or able to provide information,
fortunately, a sufficient number of persons closely involved with (a) the introduction of Wiltshire Horn sheep to Australia and (b) the
subsequent development of a polled shedding sheep based upon the Wiltshire Horn Breed were available to provide relevant
historical background or were happy for us to use documented details from sources such as studbooks, newsletters, stud records
and journal articles. Particular thanks are given to the following people along with an apology in advance for those who have been
unintentionally missed from the list.
Jill and Harry Powell
Fiona Davis (Nee Harwood)
Kerstin and Bill Fraser
Greg and Marg Toll
Richard Parker
Ann Wallace
Patrick Falconer
Karen Bond
Bill Weatherly

Munna Wiltipoll Stud
Bara- Simbil Wiltshire Horn Stud
Hudor Wiltipoll Stud
Gee Tee Wiltipoll Stud
Erin Hills commercial Wiltipoll flock
Wonoka Wiltipoll Stud
Australian Sheep Breeders Association Inc.
Australian Stud Sheep Breeders Association Inc.
An early developer of a polled version of the Wiltshire Horn Sheep who has since
dispersed his flock. Bill collaborated with Greg Toll in the publication of “The Gee Tee
Story”

The introduction of the Wiltshire Horn Sheep to Australia. 1952 to 1972
The development of the Wiltipoll breed would never have taken place in Australia had it not been for the introduction of the Wiltshire
Horn breed. The original introduction of this naturally wool shedding breed was by Gordon Crosthwaite in 1952 at East Belka near
Merredin in Western Australia (I ram and 10 ewes from P.L. Smith in the UK). In 1968 Leo Harwood read about the Wiltshire Horn
Breed and was able to track down Gordon Crosthwaite. These original Wiltshire Horn sheep were by then were no longer registered
and Leo introduced a ram and a ewe, appropriately named Adam and Eve into Australia from the UK as well as “rescuing” the now
unregistered Crosthwaite flock. Twelve months later, the second shipment and only other introduction to Australia arrived: 14 ewes,
5 ewe lambs and two ram lambs. These wool shedding sheep attracted considerable interest from the press but were still
considered to be a novelty without much practical significance. This changed rapidly when commercial possibilities were
investigated through several Government sponsored breeding programs. Input from a Welsh Nuffield scholar Iolo Owen also gave
the breed a great deal more credibility as Iolo had already commenced a program to use the Wiltshire Horn sheep as the base
breed of an easy-care polled breed of sheep. Not long after Leo Harwood’s introduction of the Wiltshire Horn breed it featured on
the ABC Landline program which further broadened interest in the concept of having a meat sheep that did not require shearing
or treatment for external parasites. Leo Harwood formed the Bara Simbil stud which was registered as ASSBA flock 2. The Flock
1 allocation was left blank in deference to the original Gordon Crosthwaite introduction. For those who are interested in the early
history of the Wiltshire Horn sheep breed a visit to the history section of the Bara-Simbil website is recommended
https://www.wiltshirehorns.com/wiltshirehornhistory . Also Ivan Heazlewood’s amusing and informative book “From the Sheep
Pen” – “Short Sheep Tails and Long Lambs Tails” has a chapter on the Wiltshire Horn sheep. The web-site of the Easy – Care
sheep in the UK gives a good insight into the early use of the Wiltshire Horn as the base breed for a wool shedding polled meat
sheep breed https://www.easycaresheep.com/history?msclkid=62b47779bed211ecb6e7494546fe0f0a
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Initial developments of a polled wool shedding meat sheep breed. 1972 to 1997
Initial development of a polled fully shedding version of the Wiltshire Horn breed was not surprising given that polled breeds were
preferred from a mustering and abattoir viewpoint. Word had also spread about Iolo Owen’s work in this area. Around 1972 a
number of breeders were beginning a back-crossing process using Wiltshire Horn rams with various polled ewes. At this time Greg
Toll registered a Wiltshire Horn Flock 3 in 1973 with the prefix Gee Tee after purchasing two Wiltshire Horn ewes and a ram from
Leo Harwood at Bara-Simbil. At approximately the same time Annie Hughes also recognised the potential of the Wiltshire Horn
breed for back-crossing to produce a wool shedding polled sheep. In 1973 wool prices were experiencing a mini boom but the
overall evidence was one of rising costs and lower trending wool prices and developing a low maintenance meat sheep that did
not need shearing was considered by the Hughes family to be a good direction to take to secure the future of their large holding
Kars Pastoral Company near Broken Hill. The graph below (fig 1) demonstrates how the price of merino wool has been trending
down allowing for inflation (into 2019 dollars) since reaching a high point in the 1950’s The decision proved to be a good one both
commercially and for the development of the polled version of the Wiltshire Horn sheep. Greg Toll (Gee Tee), Bill Weatherly
Blythvale) and a number of others were also thinking along the same lines.

Source of Fig1 A century of Merino prices - Mecardo Andrew Woods April 2nd 2020
The developments at Kars Pastoral Company (and the Hughes property at Strathalbyn in South Australia) were well under way
by 1978 using poll ewes from Merino, Border Leicester and Dorset backgrounds. At Gee Tee (Gunbower Victoria) Poll Dorset
and Black Faced Suffolk ewes were the foundation polled base breeds. Bill Weatherly (Blythvale), using his experience as a
geneticist was well advanced in producing wool shedding polled versions of the Wiltshire Horn breed using his own Poll Dorset
Merino cross ewes after finding ways he could select for key attributes and avoid the need to always use a specified number of
back-crosses. The approach taken by Kars Pastoral Company was using a fixed number of back-crosses This approach was
eventually included in the rules and regulations of the “Australian Wiltipoll Association inc.” (AWA). This method was supported
by Scott Dolling who became the honorary geneticist of AWA.
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The “Selection for key attributes” approach.
Bill Weatherly proposed at the time and continued to maintain that the % of Wiltshire Horn blood in the back-crossing
with Wiltshire Horn rams is a more complex issue than simply insisting upon a specified number of back-crosses. He
based his polled shedding Wiltshire Horn crosses on a culling program that ensured the following results were
consistently maintained within his flock:
1. Poll, and tested homozygote pure poll, (or declared as half poll heterozygotes), and thus with no horn showing
2. Complete shedders - no clipping or plucking.
3. Of Wiltshire Horn origin and type.
This approach is well described by Bill Weatherly in his extensive contribution to “The Gee Tee Story” published by
Greg Toll in June 2015. It undoubtedly allows the back-crossing process to produce a reliable polled, full shedding
meat sheep with the appearance and structure of the Wiltshire Horn breed in a much shorter time than using set
numbers of back-crosses. It does rely on a high degree of breeder integrity to ensure that first and second cross sheep
that are not culled fully meet the three requirements above. The details of this approach are beyond the scope of this
breed history and those interested should read what Bill Weatherly has to say in “The Gee Tee Story”.
The “Fixed number of back-crosses approach”
This approach which was formalised by the Australian Wiltipoll Association Inc. required 5 successive back-crosses to
pure Wiltshire Horn base breeding, leading to a Class A1 sheep This was fully specified as a mathematically derived
96.87% Wiltshire Horn sheep. This A1 sheep could then be used to mate with other 96.87% Wiltshire Horn A1 sheep.
The basic requirements in points 1 to 3 above were still applied to A1 sheep. The requirement for 5 full back-crosses
slowed development but probably was effective in removing some elements of judgement from new breeders unlike
the “key attributes” approach. The use of purebred Wiltshire Horns at each of the five back-crosses resulted in the horn
gene potentially appearing in a high proportion of the A1 polled sheep even if they did not exhibit horn growth.
The two approaches briefly described above were used with varying degrees of success by the early breeders of the sheep that
was eventually to be called the Wiltipoll. At Gee Tee the Wiltshire Horn ram from Bara-Simbil was used over Poll Dorset and
Black-faced Suffolks already on the property and by 1984 a Wiltshire Horn ram from Blythvale and a polled shedding ram
independently bred at Blytrhvale were added to the mix to increase genetic diversity. In the same period at the Kars Strathalbyn
property Wiltshire Horn rams from Bara-Simbil and Gee Tee were used to conduct five back-crosses against poll merinos and
other polled breeds. During this time the Wiltshire Horn breed also started to become more common and some of the breeders
entering the growth phase of the Wiltshire Horn sheep either sold Wiltshire Horn rams to studs developing the polled shedding
breed or turned themselves to the task of breeding a polled version of the Wiltshire Horn. A development phase from 1972 to 1996
took place in which numbers of polled shedding versions of the Wiltshire Horn breed were still low and no real attention was given
to marketing a breed that still needed work to stabilise the end product. Formalising the new breed did not take place until the end
of 1996 when the name Wiltipoll was coined. The term Polled Wiltshire was not used in deference to the Wiltshire Horn Society
given that this name seemed to imply 100% Wiltshire Horn genetics but without the horns.
1996 Formation of the Australian Wiltipoll Association Inc. (AWA)
On 20th November 1996 AWA was formed with a total of 23 members. The members consisted of all the founding developers of
the Wiltipoll plus others who had become involved later in the period between 1972 and 1996. These members were listed in the
first flock book (1997) from returns provided by members up to and including December 1996.
Wiltipoll ewes and rams were first exhibited by Annie and Tom Hughes of Kars Pastoral Co, Broken Hill, NSW, at the Royal Farm
Expo, Wayville, Adelaide.
1997 The first meeting of AWA
This meeting took place at the Royal Adelaide Showgrounds, Wayville in Adelaide on 8th March 1997. Nine breeders attended and
Annie Hughes was elected President. Brian Wilson was elected Vice President, Lizzie Hughes Secretary/Treasurer and Chief
Executive Officer. San Jolly and Dean Squires formed the rest of the committee. The number of members recorded at that meeting
was 23. The first flock book contained the histories of 13 registered flocks. Annie Hughes presented the meeting with proposed
Constitution, Statement of Purposes, Association Rules and Regulations for approval by the new members. A membership fee of
$10 per annum was set and the Australian Wiltipoll Association was founded. The name Wiltipoll was proposed and agreed to.
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Above copies of pages 1 to 3 of the first AWA flock book kindly provided by Jill and Harry Powell “Munna” Coolah NSW
1998 - Genetic Foundations of the Wiltipoll
Mr Scott Dolling offered his services to AWA as honorary geneticist in 1998 and since then donated his time and expertise in
advising on the development of the breed. Mr Dolling also created a Classing Lattice (reproduced in full below) as a guide for the
breeding of Wiltipoll sheep. The basis of the approach adopted in 1998 was the 5 back-crosses method described earlier i.e. The
poll gene was introduced by the mating of a purebred Wiltshire Horn ram to selected ewes of a polled breed. The first cross ewe
was then back-crossed to a Wiltshire Horn ram successively for four ewe generations until the fifth cross of 96.87% Wiltshire Horn
blood was achieved. Once this upgrading stage was complete the interbreeding stage i.e. the joining of two polled 5th crosses (A1
Wiltipolls) formed the beginnings of the Wiltipoll sheep as a breed in its own right. Geneticist Mr Scott Dolling was consulted and
advised that any poll breed could be used to introduce the poll gene provided that the back-crossing program was strictly adhered
to until the agreed percentage of Wiltshire Horn blood was attained. (96.87%).
Not all of the foundation members of AWA were using the 5 back-crosses approach to breeding the Wiltipoll as can be seen from
the description given of the breed development in the early years. Emphasis was placed on the three main points of full shedding,
no horns and retention of Wiltshire horn appearance. Interest in the new breed developed rapidly.
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1999 - Formalising the Stud Breeder Registration Process for Wiltipolls.
In 1999 AWA made a decision to affiliate the Wiltipoll breed with the Australian Stud Sheep Breeders Association Inc (ASSBA)
flock book of breeds. The first ASSBA Flock Book entry for the Wiltipoll Sheep was based on Wiltipoll flock status at 31 st March
1999 for the three breeders who joined ASSBA. Two ASSBA Wiltipoll breeders were entered in this first entry, Kars and Jonala
however Mr David Oakley (Inglewood Vic) whose stud prefix was Wiltoak was a late return but still included in this initial Wiltipoll
records. A copy of the 1999 ASSBA flock book entry for Wiltipolls has been provided by Karen Bond (ASSBA Federal Secretary)
which contains a hand written note regarding the Wiltoak entry – see below:

From 1999 onwards a merging of the two approaches to breeding described earlier was taking place. Greg Toll at Gee Tee
purchased rams from Kars around this time. At Wiltoak the Wiltshire Horn base breed rams used for a 5 back-crosses program
were sourced from Illalangi (Wiltshire Horn Flock 71) using poll merino as the poll source.
2000 to 2006 – Consolidation of the Wiltipoll Breed.
The rapid growth of good quality Wiltshire Horn base breed stock by the early 2000’s provided the impetus for an increase in
interest in breeding Wiltipolls. Wiltshire Horn rams continued to be sourced from Bara-Simbil, but also from Clifton Hills (Patricia
Ballantyne Wiltshire Horn Flock 7), Blythvale (Bill Weatherly) and Gee Tee (Greg Toll Wiltshire Horn Flock 3). Details of appendix
flocks were not recorded fully (if at all) during this period but a strong growth in numbers of class A and class A1 Wiltipolls took
place from three main sources:
1. New breeders who purchased Wiltshire Horn registered rams for a back-cross program to their own polled ewes.
2. Established Wiltshire Horn Breeders who used some of their flock to engage in a back-crossing program
3. Breeders who bought Class A and Class A1 Wiltipoll ewes and rams to breed their own flock which sometimes
included using the purchased Class A and Class A1 Wiltipolls in a joining program to registered Wiltshire Horn sheep.
A number of Wiltipoll breeders from this period emerged to be influential in the direction of the development of the breed for
example Munna (Harry & Jill Powell Coolah NSW), Jonola (Lea Johnston Imbil Queensland), Wonoka (San Jolly South Australia)
and Neribri (Neroli Smith Boyanup Western Australia). Gee Tee (Greg Toll Gunbower Victoria and Kars (Annie Hughes
Strathalbyn South Australia) along with Bill Weatherly (Blythvale Victoria) were initially the main sources of Wiltipolls. For those
that want to delve into the foundation flock content of the early breeders then a look at the flock books of both AWA and ASSBA
is well worthwhile.
2002
2003
2005

AWA held its first Field Day at San Jolly's property at Kapunda, SA (Wonoka). Thirty people attended.
ASSBA listed 6 Wiltipoll Flocks i.e. Kars, Jonala, Wiltoak, Munna Hebron Park, and Neribri
Wiltipoll ewes and rams were exhibited competitively by Brian and Neroli Smith (Neribri) of Boyanup, WA at the Royal
Perth Show.
A second Field Day was held at Annie and Tom Hughes' property (Kars) at Strathalbyn SA and over ninety people
attended. Four Wiltipoll rams were exported by Annie and Tom Hughes to Bob Jackman of Tolaga Bay, New Zealand.

2006

The first SA State sale was held by AWA.
San Jolly's first ever Wiltipoll and Wiltshire Horn sale was featured on Landline - ABC TV. The following is extracted
from the ABC’s on-line archive files of early Landline episodes. It makes reference to the original Landline interview
with Leo Harwood (Bara-Simbil) back in the mid 1970’s.
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Demand grows for wiltshire sheep
Reporter: Prue Adams
First Published: 19/03/2006
SALLY SARA: Wiltshire Horn sheep have been around in small numbers in Australia for more than half a century. Initially laughed at for their scruffy-looking
fleece, they're now a viable alternative for farmers of prime lamb. The fact they shed their own fleece is now seen as a great help rather than a hindrance. In
the past few years, a dedicated band of enthusiasts has been breeding up Wiltshires without horns, called Wiltipolls, and for the first time in Australia, both
breeds have been marketed in an on-property auction.
SAN JOLLY: Today is going to be the first auction in Australia of Wiltshire Horns and Wiltipoll sheep, so it's pretty exciting times for both breeds. We've had
a lot of interest since we've started advertising and talking about the sale, so we're expecting that a fair few people will come. How many people will buy, we
have no idea.
PRUE ADAMS: There is a saying which often applies to fashion that everything old is new again. It could equally be applied to Wiltshire Horn sheep. One of
the world's oldest breeds is rapidly gaining ground in 21st century Australia.
PRUE ADAMS: Funnily enough, one of the features that used to cause the owners of these ancient animals to be ostracized, their ability to shed their own
fleece, is now their biggest selling point.
GREG TOLL: My phone runs hot most weeks with people that have just about had enough of low wool prices, the cost of getting the wool off sheep, and
also not knowing exactly where they're going to go, and I think he have they've just bitten - a lot of people have just bitten the bullet and said, "We want to
shift into sheep that don't have any wool, that are good meat quality and see where we go".
KERRY SNEESBY: It's good for the breed that people are coming out and having a look, because they're different. You don't have to crutch them, mules
them, all that sort of thing.
SAN JOLLY: They are just highly fertile lines.
PRUE ADAMS: These are all the stock of San Jolly, an animal nutrition consultant who got into Wiltshire horns a decade ago and is now the first person in
Australia to sell them via an on-property auction.
SAN JOLLY: I had no idea it would be this much work. I thought, well, selling sheep day-to-day on a sort of load-by-load basis seemed like such a lot of
work that I would have a sale and that would save us lots of time. No, I think I've learnt something there, yeah.
PRUE ADAMS: Do you have any expectations about price?
SAN JOLLY: No, I don't. We've set what we think is a relatively commercial reserve price because it's far more important to us that the sheep get out there.
So we're not necessarily chasing very high prices. We just, we're just really looking to get some return on the investment we've made over the last 12 years.
PRUE ADAMS: Well, the auction is about to start, so good luck.
SAN JOLLY: Thank you very much.
AUCTIONEER: Ladies and gentlemen, we will make a start. We've just moved past 12 o'clock. My name is Malcolm Scrupe. I will be your auctioneer for
today. Welcome along to Wonoka Wiltshire Horn and Wiltipoll first on-property sale. In fact, this is the first sale of its kind in Australia.
SAN JOLLY: All the ewe lambs are ready for breeding, so I would say once again welcome, and go for it. Let's have a great auction. Thanks, Malcolm.
AUCTIONEER: Thanks, San.
SAN JOLLY: I first saw about Wiltshire Horns, it must have been in the late '80s that I read about them and decided then that that's the way that we would
go, but it took me about four years to actually go and buy some. And I had quite a lot of concerns about their woolshedding, the fact that this is a sheep and
cropping, mainly merino cropping district, and so I did quite a few property inspections before I bought into the sheep in spring just to make sure that there
wasn't wool flying everywhere, which would be a nuisance to the neighbours, and that just wasn't the case.
PRUE ADAMS: San Jolly farms on 400 acres near Kapunda, a few hours north-east of Adelaide. Her business, Wonoka, boasted the first registered
Wiltshire horn flock in SA. There are now scores of them nationally.
SAN JOLLY: I think in the early days, too, that to some extent they were the laughing stock of the sheep industry. There was a fair bit of amusement about
these sheep, but they've never gone away. They haven't been a fly by night breed. They've just steadily grown.
PRUE ADAMS: Landline first reported on the rising interest in this so-called easy-care breed more than a decade ago.
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NEWSREEL: Initially people laughed at the Harwood strain sheep, but now they're gaining acceptance as a serious breed.
REPORTER: Robyn, can you actually pluck the wool off the sheep at the moment?
FARMER: Yes, Pip, you don't actually have to be an expert shearer to do that. You can see how this wool is coming away very readily at the moment.
SAN JOLLY: The things that people seem to like about the sheep is that they're very easy care. They're hardy, they're tough sheep, and they're very good
shedders, so you haven't got a lot of wool hanging around still, and so they're fairly clean shedders, and they're up off the ground, they're not squat, short,
fat sheep, so they've got some size and frame about them, and they're highly fertile. Lots and lots of twins and triplets and they're very good, aggressive
mothers.
PRUE ADAMS: Add to the list that they don't mind the cold and the lambs can cope with freezing wet winters. They also haven't been recently imported.
They've been in this country since the 1950s. People haven't paid enormous prices for embryo transfer programs, so they're relatively cheap sheep to get
into. That was borne out by the recent auction. There was something else that came from the sale. Buyers increasingly are wanting Wiltshires minus the
horns. That's lucky for San Jolly. She is one of only a handful of Australian breeders of Wiltipolls, a new variety of sheep that has all the fleece-shedding
advantages of the Wiltshire Horn, but with the horn bred out.
To produce Wiltipolls has taken years of cross-breeding. What San Jolly has done was take Wiltshire Horns and mate them with non-horned sheep, such as
poll Dorsets or, better still, Dorpers. The progeny of that is the F1, or a first-cross Wiltipoll. That's crossed with another Wiltshire Horn to produce a secondcross Wiltipoll. And so you go down the line, crossing Wiltshire Horns and Wiltipolls, until you get a fifth-cross Wiltipoll. By that stage, the sheep fully sheds
its fleece and is either hornless or has tiny little knobs on top of its head called scurs.
SAN JOLLY: The problem with selecting breeds to start with, poll breeds to start with, is that most of the meat-type breeds have got horns in their
background. So the first cross that you do over a polled breed, generally all the progeny are polled. But when you do the second cross back to the Wiltshire
Horn, about 60% of the lambs are horned, and so the culling is tremendous and the animals that you can keep and then breed on from are quite minimal.
So you really need to start with an enormous number of sheep before you can really make progress, otherwise it's very slow.
PRUE ADAMS: While Wonoka stud is aiming at building up its polled sheep, its owner doesn't really believe the horns are the problem they're made out to
be.
SAN JOLLY: I guess there is some industry myths about when you market your lambs, the horns will bruise carcasses of other sheep when they're being
transported in semis. That's actually not true because at the age that you market those lambs, their horn growth is minimal, and so carcass damage in that
situation really just isn't realistic at all, but regardless of that, I think there is no doubt that industry feedback indicates that polls are what people want, and
so that's the direction that we have to take our breeding, and we are.
PRUE ADAMS: As for the auction, a range of sheep from first-cross partial shedders to class A Wiltipolls were up for grabs in a bid to test the market, see
what it was that the 40 or so registered punters wanted.
JOHN KEELER: My interest today was some maternal genes that are going to be much easier-care animals than some of the animals that we have in the
industry at the moment. I came today to access some shedding and some bareness on bodies, and this was a good place to come where I had a guarantee
of what the animals would do, which is performance-recording figures.
IAN ABERDEEN: Well, my interest is to try and get sheep which moult their wool each spring so I don't get involved in flystrike, in crutching, or in shearing.
I've got fine wool which hasn't been bringing nearly as much money, and I think I would be better off having a flock of sheep where shearing is not involved.
PRUE ADAMS: Ian Aberdeen has done his homework. He is holus-bolus turning his fine wool merinos into meat sheep. After a bidding war, he paid the
day's top price - more than $2,500 for a Wiltipoll ram lamb.
AUCTIONER: Well, done, sir. $2,600.
PRUE ADAMS: When it was all over, all said and done, and the final bid had been taken, more than 200 sheep had gone under the hammer. The ewes just
walked out the door, so to speak, which is a sure indication that people are wanting to breed-up their flocks.
PRUE ADAMS: So it's all over. How are you feeling?
SAN JOLLY: A bit stunned. Fantastic. What a great sale. Yeah, I thought it was just fantastic. I think the indication here to me today is that the number one
interest for people is the shedding characteristic. So that seems to be number one priority, is the full-shedding sheep. Second to that, at the moment, people
are still discerning between horns and polls or horns and scurs, but not yet to a large extent. But from our breeding program and our sort of going forward, I
would say that we're on target to get our horns in our flock down to about 15% in the next five years.
PRUE ADAMS: As for Ian Aberdeen, the merino man from outer Melbourne, he loaded 11 ewes and six rams into his shiny purpose-built trailer. At the age
of 74, this wool grower is embarking on a new career as a lamb man.
IAN ABERDEEN: We've got our 500km drive back to the middle of Victoria, and I've already prepared a couple of special paddocks for this special flock,
and we'll be joining them to the rams to my main flock in April this year, and the adventure begins.
SALLY SARA: Pru Adams at the sale of the Wiltshire sheep. And good luck to those involved in the difficult task of breeding up the Wiltipolls, the Wiltshires
without the horns.
FARM FACT: THE WILTSHIRE HORN'S " WOOL SHEDDING" CHARACTERISTIC WAS THE BASIS OF THE BIOCLIP BIOLOGICAL SHEARING SHEEP
PROGRAM.
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2007 to 2009 - Shows and Sales drive membership growth.
2007

Membership of AWA reached 170 members and the total number of flocks established was 141. Eaglenook stud –
Ruth and Ross Miller showed their Wiltipolls at Kelmscott Show in WA. Alaraine Wiltipolls – Alan and Lorraine Wheeler
showed at the Royal Geelong Show and were in the inter-breed championship line up.

2008

This was the first year in which Wiltipoll Sheep were shown at The Australian Sheep and Wool Show in Bendigo
Victoria. There were four exhibitors of Wiltipoll Sheep>
Allambie -Robert Miller of Dubbo NSW
Bingara - Maria Timmermann of Hamilton Victoria
Gee Tee - Greg Toll of Gunbower Victoria
Timemm -Terry Smith of Cranbourne South Victoria

Gee Tee was the most successful exhibitor and this was reported in the AWA newsletter in 2009. The relevant sections of this
newsletter are reproduced below.
The SA breeders Association October sale was also very successful as can be seen from the newsletter extract below.

ln July, Wiltipolls were included in
competition at the 2008 Bendigo Sheep
and Wool Show for the first time. Greg Toll
organized this and a number of members
travelled from other states to support the
breed. We hope that Wiltipolls will continue
to be shown at Bendigo on a permanent
basis.
The SA breeders October sale was again
successful with a complete clearance of
rams at higher prices than the previous
sale. Demand and prices for ewes were
down on last year's sale. Top price of
$1,650 went to a Coolamon Park ram bred
by Jack and Margaret Slater and top price
of $700 went to two Wonoka ewes bred by
San Jolly.

Brian and Neroli Smith showed their Wiltipolls at Perth Royal Show in 2008 and Wiltipolls were shown at Red Hill Show in
Victoria by Terry and Keren Smith.
2009

The first NSW/Qld State Sale was held by AWA.
Membership of AWA reached 180 members and branches were active in NSW, Qld, Tasmania, SA and WA. The first
NSW/Qld State Sale was held by AWA marking a new era by supporting auction sales of Wiltipoll sheep rather than
leaving this to the larger individual stud breeders.
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2010 to 2015 – A New Beginning
2010 - On the 4th of May 2010 AWA suspended the registration of Gee Tee Flock 6 (Greg Toll) after an internal disagreement
regarding eligibility of some but not all of the Gee Tee flock for registration which revolved around the issue of the number of backcrosses against a Wiltshire Horn ram base for A1 Wiltipoll sheep used for flock upgrading within the Gee Tee flock. This began a
parting of the way in some instances between breeders who had rigidly followed AWA rules in respect to the breeding of Class A1
pedigree sheep by using the AWA 5 back-crosses requirement compared to those who selected Wiltipolls after sufficient numbers
of back-crosses (not necessarily 5) ensured the sheep used for Wiltipoll flock upgrading were polled, full wool shedding and
demonstrated the appearance and conformation of the Wiltshire Horn sheep. Gee Tee stud remained listed by ASSBA who also
continued to list the progeny of Gee Tee within ASSBA members flock books. No formal finding of incorrect or misleading breeding
activity was ever identified. Some AWA members left to join ASSBA while others continued to be members of both AWA and
ASSBA. Wiltipoll development and interest in the breed continued to grow unchecked and an initially small group of Wiltipoll
breeders with strong support from Greg Toll formed an informal lobby group which was to become Wiltipoll Stud Breeders Australia
inc. WSBA (which in 2019 changed name to Wiltipoll Sheep Breeders Association inc. also WSBA). Meetings to discuss future
directions for the Wiltipoll breed were held at the Central Deborah Motel in Bendigo and later at the premises of Windmill Ag in
Ballarat (thanks to Maria van Wegen nee Timmerman). A good mix of input from breeders of long standing and more recent
breeders ensured a balanced group with good quality debate about future directions. Most importantly input from the then current
Victorian Committee members of AWA Peter George and Richard Parker was presented at some of these meetings. Maria van
Wegen also was a later AWA Committee member who contributed to the debate about future directions. During this period AWA
continued to very actively promote the Wiltipoll breed
2011 - First year of Registration of the Polled Wiltshire breed by Brian Wilson of Byarlea in the ASSBA Flockbook. Unlike the
Wiltipoll the Polled Wiltshire is entirely bred from Wiltshire Horn Sheep with the polling introduced from a genetic variant of the
Wiltshire Horn which carries either 1 or 2 Poll genes. Brian was a foundation member of AWA (1997 Vice President) but has
remained a predominantly Wiltshire Horn Breeder. The existence of a polled variant of the Wiltshire Horn sheep appears to have
been known since the early days of the Wiltipoll breeding program. Whether any of these Polled Wiltshire sheep entered the
Wiltipoll breeding programs going at the time does not appear to be recorded by any Wiltipoll breeder. An extract of the Polled
Wiltshire flock book entry for ASSBA 2011 is shown below.
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2012

This was the last year in which AWA was the sponsoring breed society for the Wiltipoll in the ASSBA Flock Book.
President Len Owen. The relevant face pages of both the ASSBA and the AWA flock books at 2012 are shown below.

2012 -

WSBA (Wiltipoll Stud Breeders Australia inc. – which changed name in 2019 to Wiltipoll Sheep Breeders Association
inc. - also WSBA) took on the role of being the ASSBA sponsoring breed society for Wiltipoll sheep. Greg Toll was
elected the first President of WSBA at a meeting held on 21st July 2012 at the Australian Sheep and Wool Show
Bendigo. Other Office Bearers were:
SecretaryTreasurer and Public Officer –
PatronGeneral Committee -

Kerstin Fraser
Ray Newman
Bill Weatherly
Warrick Cozens
Merv Rushton
Bill Fraser
Gordon Chalmers
Terry Smith

Meeting attendees were: Ray Newman, Warrick Cozens, Bill Weatherly, Terry English, Merv Rushton, Ian Aberdeen,
Greg Toll, Margie Toll, John Toll, Bill Fraser, Kerstin Fraser, Hamish Toll, Gordon Chalmers, Heather Chalmers, Ian
Starritt (representing ASSBA). The meeting focused on (a) establishing WSBA as the representative breeders
Association for the Wiltipoll ASSBA Flockbook listing and (b) discussing breeding options and flock requirements for new
members. Detailed hand written meeting minutes were kept by Kerstin Fraser and the information concerning Office
Bearers, attendees and key discussion points above have been taken as accurately as possible from the minute book.
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2013

This was the year in which WSBA first appeared as the Wiltipoll sheep sponsoring breed Association in the ASSBA
flock book. AWA continued to operate as an independent Association and some members of ASSBA and/or WSBA
also maintained their AWA memberships despite an AWA requirement around this time which required its members
not to also be members of ASSBA. Longstanding members of ASSBA such as Jonala flock 2 and Munna flock 4 AWA
left ASSBA by the time of issue of the 2013 flock book.

2014-2019
AWA continued to issue Flock Books but was having a number of problems that eventually led to the decision to
wind up the Association at its 2019 Annual General Meeting.
These problems revolved around the following factors:
• Because the AWA Executive Committee maintained a role of “policing” compliance to its breeding rules it had
to ensure detailed and accurate pedigree and flock history was annually submitted by all members and that
this data was checked and recorded for the AWA flock book. This data base included detailed records of all
registered stud stock transfers between members.
• With a membership close to 500 at the time this task was large and required considerable resources (both
financial and manpower). In addition it was necessary to prepare and print a high quality hard copy annual
Flock Book for members.
• Outsourcing of the flock book and sheep transfer activities along with management of membership
subscriptions proved to be difficult. The outsource role was filled initially by Premium Breed under the
leadership of Joel Small and this worked well until Premium Breed indicated that the job was too large for their
limited resources. A new preferred provider (A.R.C. – a division of the Adelaide Royal Show organization) was
selected) for this work but unfortunately they proved to not have the capability to deliver a workable and cost
effective system in time to send out the 2018 Flock book. At this time Ann Wallace worked extremely hard with
A.R.C. to put together a package but a successful outcome could not be achieved.
WSBA at this time had a growing membership base and was becoming the first choice as a breed society for new Wiltipoll
members as well as AWA members who were looking for a fresh approach. The ASSBA relationship with WSBA ensured
availability of adequate stud recording facilities for those members of WSBA who also chose to join ASSBA. At this time
ASSBA was fully supportive of AWA members who wanted to move to membership of ASSBA even those that had
not initially decided to join WSBA.
At the WSBA meeting on 20th July 2013 at the Australian Sheep and Wool Show Bendigo Greg Toll retired as foundation
President of WSBA after two years and a lot of work leading up to the formation of WSBA. Ray Newman was elected
as the new President. Greg’s final Presidents report reflects the clear commitment he made as one of the founding
breeders of the Wiltipoll sheep. It is reproduced in full below. Greg very clearly stated the direction WSBA was to take
when he said “I believe the Wiltipoll Stud Sheep Breeders have an excellent breed of sheep and we have to promote
and show the sheep people that ours are amongst the best”. His handwritten Presidents report is reproduced on the
following page.
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2014

NSW/Qld State Sale, York Peninsula Field Days, and the SA Mid-North Wiltipoll breeders display were amongst the
more prominent activities. The photo below was taken at San Jolly and Ann Wallace’s first on property sale at their stud
Wonoka in Kapunda as reported in the Wiltipoll Web AWA newsletter issue 16, May 2014.

FLY BUY: Peter Colless, Carthona, Wingham NSW, who bought the top-price ram
of the sale at $4,200, with Landmark stud stock’s Gordon Wood and Wonoka’s Ann
Wallace and San Jolly. SA Stock Journal October 2013

The first WSBA sponsored field day was held 29-30 March 2014 at Gee Tee Stud at Gunbower.
2015

Dubbo Show Hoof and Hook Wiltipoll entries do well for NSW breeders Gloria & Des Houlihan, Peppercorn Ridge, Jill &
Harry Powell, Munna, Ian & Loris Hopwood, Reavesdale and Cylie-Jane Cornelius & John Feltus.

2016-2022 Moving Forward.
2016

In February 2016 Munna held the last of its on the property Wiltipoll auctions 11 years since the first auction. Stud rams
sold to $2500 when a total auction clearance was achieved with 31 rams averaging $1487, up $542 on the sale average
of 20 rams in 2015. See the extract from an article in The Land 8th February 2016 below.
Last Munna on-property sale outstanding success
MARK GRIGGS 8 Feb 2016, 3:43 p.m. “The Land”

It may have been their last “hoorah” as far as on-property sales go, but the Powell and Dunlop families’ 11th annual Munna Wiltipoll ram and ewe sale at Coolah
last Saturday will be remembered for years to come.

In this same year the Gulgong sale was also a great success and was reported in The Wiltipoll Web newsletter issue 18 June
2016 – see below:
TOTAL CLEARANCE AT NSW/QLD WILTIPOLL SALE
On Saturday 16th January, 2016 the NSW/QLD Wiltipoll breeders held their 7th Annual Sale at the Gulgong
Showground. There were 41 lots which consisted of 20 registered rams, 11registered ewes and 10 flock ewes. Numbers were
down on the previous year, but a lot of sheep had been sold prior to the sale. The studs which took part and kept their best sheep
for the sale did reap the benefits. Rams sold to a top of $1650 for two Reavesdale rams averaging $1030, ewes sold to a top of
$760 averaging $540.45 and the flock ewes sold to a top of $560 averaging $461.50. Most of the rams were bought by members
of general farming community. Flock ewe top price was $560. Most studs sold rams which made over a $1000. The studs taking
part in the Sale were Reavesdale, Carthona, Four Winds, Ironbark, Lone Pine, Spring Valley and Frog Rock. There was a 100%
clearance of sheep and all vendors were happy with the sale with no sheep taken home.
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The last Flock Book for AWA (the 21st since the inception of AWA) was issued under the guidance of President Ann
Wallace. Membership at this time was 137 with 76 registered flocks and 59 commercial flocks. Continued attempts to develop a
pedigree recording system for AWA members using A.R.C were unsuccessful despite an extraordinary effort by Ann Wallace
during the period from 2017 to 2019. The office bearers and membership details are shown in the copy of page 2 of the AWA
2017 flock book below.

2017

2018

Ian Hopwood and Loris Denyer, Reavesdale stud, Murringo, topped the ram catalogue with a high of $2100 twice at
the Gulgong sale see article from The Land below.
Wiltipoll rams top at $2100 at breeders sale at Gulgong
Feb 2018, 12:20 p.m. The Land Vernon Graham

Loris Denyer with auctioneer, Andy Carter, McDonald Lawson, Mudgee, Ian Hopwood, Reavesdale Wiltipoll stud, Murringo, Stuart Beckett, Maules Creek, with
his son, Marty, holding the top price ram.
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2019 – onwards

Under new management

2019
AWA takes the decision to wind up the Association at its final AGM. By this time many AWA members had moved to
either ASSBA or WSBA membership with both bodies working well together using ASSBA to record stud pedigrees. AWA members
remained welcome to change membership in a seamless approach to covering the closure of AWA. At the November 15th 2019
AGM of Wiltipoll Stud Breeders Australia Inc. a change of name to Wiltipoll Sheep Breeders Association Inc. was moved by
Beverley-anne Lea, seconded by Ray Newman and passed unanimously and the member fee registration date was changed to
31st July each year. These changes were in part made to assist in transitioning across members flowing from the AWA wind-up.
Breed support for the Wiltipoll continued to grow.
Greg Toll was appointed a Patron of WSBA and presented with Life Membership of WSBA for all his good work in promoting the
Wiltipoll Breed.

INDUSTRY HONOR: Greg Toll, who ran Gee Tee Wiltipolls, Gunbower, was given the award by Wiltipoll Stud Breeders Australia president, Ray Newman, at
this year's Australian Sheep & Wool Show. The Victorian farmer credited with helping establish the Wiltipoll line has been recognised with honorary life
membership of the breed association.

2020 & 2021
COVID 19 pandemic prevented all major sheep shows and public gatherings but WSBA continued its strong
growth with an active committee, good support from ASSBA and clever use of electronic newsletters and Zoom meetings. This
was the first year since 2008 that the Wiltipoll was not represented at the Australian Sheep and Wool Show. Members reported
very strong Wiltipoll sales despite the impact of the pandemic.
2022
The WSBA committee used the lock-down period to revise the Description of a Wiltipoll Sheep and develop a Breed
Standard for the Wiltipoll sheep. It is expected that these two documents will be an ongoing work in progress with revisions and
inputs from members each year forming the cornerstone of carefully considered revisions into the future. A focus on lifting the
profile of the Wiltipoll and establishing a unique branding for the Wiltipoll has started to pay dividends for breeders across all
segments from Stud and Commercial through to Small Farmers. A new logo was developed and more advertising and promotion
activities are the focus of the current committee.
Wiltipolls resumed their public profile with Ray Newman taking a pen of Wiltipolls to the 2022 Seymour Expo – see following photo
taken by WSBA current President Kerstin Fraser.
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The NSW breeders sale at Gulgong also got back into full swing in February 2022 as can be seen from these pictures supplied by
current WSBA Secretary Julie Huie who had a very active role in organizing this sale.

Compiled by Terry Smith
Vice-President WSBA
April 2022
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